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Unbound May 20 2023 A new novella for fans who can't get enough of The
Amoveo Legend. The forces that bind them can also tear them apart...
Zachary McKenna is a warrior shapeshifter from the Lion Clan, trying to
catch a break in the sun and surf of Mexico. Mai Tais and scantily clad
beach beauties are just what he needs after his last battle. But the fun
doesn't last long before a beautiful young woman is mugged on his
doorstep and Zach is pulled right back into the fray. Zach has no idea of the
danger Annabelle has unwittingly brought to his doorstep, until he
discovers that losing her will almost certainly destroy him... Praise for
Unclaimed: "Humphreys' stories get better with each book! The world that
she has created is so fascinating, and the characters so engaging, that
each new book is like catching up with old friends.!" -RT Book Reviews, 41⁄2
Stars, Top Pick
 Loved by the Dragon Collection May 08 2022 This box set contains three
stories and over 120,000 words. Each story contains an exclusive bonus
chapter from the hero's POV. Saved by the Dragon Chloe Ellis' decision to
celebrate the end of a turbulent relationship sends her off for a weekend of
hiking and bonding with Mother Nature. When a rainstorm strikes during a
spontaneous mountain climb, she has no choice but to seek shelter - and
become hopelessly lost within a dank and dismal cave system. There's one
more problem: her golden-eyed, incredibly sexy rescuer isn't the average
hiker. He's also a dragon. Mated by the Dragon Chloe's life takes another
dramatic turn that brings her and her dragon to her home in Houston,
Texas. From there, her future with Saul becomes dicey as shadowy forces



in the draconic world object to their new union. Taming the Dragon When
Marceline Vargas agrees to join her friend Chloe for an island vacation in
Mexico, she's ready for fun in the sun and an escape from her hectic career.
After crossing paths with the resort's owner, she discovers the billionaire
dragon shifter is a charismatic enigma -- sexist but kind-hearted,
intimidating and generous. Can his chauvinistic patterns be tamed? Marcy
intends to find out. KEYWORDS: Dragons, Dragon-shifters, shapeshifters,
alphas, billionaires, alpha billionaire, weredragon, strong female character
 Trouble Walks In Nov 01 2021 He could be the man to rescue her Big city
K-9 cop Ronan McGuire loves women, loves his dog, loves his job-but when
old flame Maddy Morgan moves into his jurisdiction, he can't think about
anyone else. Ronan knows she's way out of his league, but he's determined
to help Maddy live life to the fullest. In more ways than one With tragedy in
her past, Maddy has immersed herself in work and swiftly made a name for
herself in the hot New York City real estate market. She's looking for
safety, not love, but Ronan McGuire is as persistent as he is sexy, and his
crooked smile is hard to resist. But all other concerns are wiped away when
Maddy goes missing and Ronan and his bloodhound K-9 partner are tasked
with finding her and bringing her home. Praise for Brave the Heat: "Boasts
suspense that burns as hot as the love scenes." -Publishers Weekly "A
great addition to Humphreys' stellar booklist!" -RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2
stars TOP PICK "An amazing new series starring everyday heroes... Brave
the Heat tells the moving tale of fear and tragedy, love and loss and second
chances to get it right." -Heroes and Heartbreakers
 Untamed Feb 27 2024 To save her ancient race, Layla Nickelsen must find
her soul mate, and after spending her life running from a mate she didn't
choose, she gives William Fleury a chance and discovers he just might be
everything she's always wanted.
 Ballet and Fashion Feb 22 2021 Both ballet and fashion are art in motion,
given life by the human form.
 The Potion Diaries Mar 25 2021 Samantha may be falling for the beloved of
the princess she is sent to save in this start to a “charming and humorous”
(Kirkus Reviews) romantic trilogy. “Inventive, romantic, and downright
delightful.” —Sarah J. Mass, author of Throne of Glass When the Princess of
Nova accidentally poisons herself with a love potion meant for her crush,
she falls crown-over-heels in love with her own reflection. Oops. A
nationwide hunt is called to find the cure, with competitors travelling the
world for the rarest ingredients, deep in magical forests and frozen
tundras, facing death at every turn. Enter Samantha Kemi—an ordinary girl
with an extraordinary talent. Sam’s family were once the most respected
alchemists in the kingdom, but they’ve fallen on hard times, and winning
the hunt would save their reputation. But can Sam really compete with the



dazzling powers of the ZoroAster megapharma company? And just how
close is she willing to get to Zain Aster, her dashing enemy, in the
meantime. Just to add to the pressure, this quest is ALL OVER social media.
And the world news. No big deal, then.
 Phantom Shadows Apr 06 2022 A doctor and a reformed bad-boy vampire
struggle with danger and their desires in this New York Times–bestselling
paranormal romantic suspense novel. Dr. Melanie Lipton is no stranger to
the supernatural. She knows immortals better than they know themselves,
right down to their stubborn little genes. So although a handsome rogue
immortal seems suspicious to her colleagues, Sebastien Newcombe
intrigues Melanie. His history is checkered, his scars are impressive, and
his ideas are daring. But it's not his ideas that have Melanie fighting off
surges of desire… Bastien is used to being the bad guy. In fact, he can't
remember the last time he had an ally he could trust. But Melanie is
different—and under her calm, professional exterior he senses a passion
beyond anything in his centuries of experience. Giving in to temptation is
out of the question—he can't put her in danger. But she isn't asking him…
RT Book Reviews“With this excellent entry, rising star Duvall is fast proving
to be a major player in paranormal romance!”— “With a deeply emotional
love story, two beautiful, complex main characters, and a pulse-pounding
adventure that won’t let up, this book was haunting and addictive.”—The
Romance Reviews
 Untouched Dec 27 2023 Book 2 of The Amoveo Legend SHE SHOULD BE
SEEN, BUT NEVER TOUCHED... Kerry Smithson's modeling career ensures
that she will be admired from afar, which is essential since mere human
touch sparks blinding pain and terrifying visions. EVERY GOOD MODEL
NEEDS A HEAVENLY BODYGUARD... Dante Coltari is hired to protect Kerry
from those who know who she is—or more importantly what she is—and
want her dead because of it. Nothing could have prepared him for the
challenge of keeping her safe. But, strangely, his lightest touch brings her
exquisite pleasure rather than pain, and Dante and Kerry have an
otherwordly connection that might just pull them through. The Amoveo
Legend Series: Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book
2, The Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone
(Book 4, The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend)
Undenied (e-Novella) Praise for the Amoveo Legend series: "Sizzling sexual
chemistry that is sure to please."—Yankee Romance Reviews "A moving tale
that captures both the sweetness and passion of romance."—Romance
Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons "Fascinating...the characters haunted my
dreams...I'm dying for the sequel."—Long and Short Reviews Best Book
 Undenied Dec 15 2022 Enjoy a taste of The Amoveo Legend in Sara
Humphreys' riveting paranormal romance short story expanding on the



world of the Amoveo-beautiful, secretive shapeshifters whose very
existence is threatened by an age-old enemy and warring factions within
the clans. In this free promotional tale, Boris Zankoff is a shapeshifter from
the Tiger Clan who wants no part of the burgeoning civil war among the
Amoveo, But when his human mate lands on his doorstep in desperate need
of his help, apathy is no longer an option.
 Undone Nov 25 2023 Book 4 of The Amoveo Legend Praise for Untouched:
"Red-hot love scenes punctuate a well-plotted suspense story that will keep
readers turning pages as fast as they can."—Publishers Weekly, Starred
Review She's Far From Human... With her secret race of shapeshifteres
embroiled in civil war, all Marianna Coltari wants is to stay far from
controversy. Even so, when her overprotective brother insists on hiring his
human friend Pete as her bodyguard, Marianna is furious. Does She Dare to
Love One? Like most retired cops, Pete Castro resents his new job as a
bodyguard. It's even worse because he'll be babysitting a party girl like
Marianna. But that's before he meets her for the first time and discovers
his instincts on red alert. Would he kill to protect her? The Amoveo Legend
Series: Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The
Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4,
The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied (e-
Novella) Praise for Untamed: "Humphreys spectacular talent is on full
display...this series is getting better with each book."—RT Book Reviews, 4
1⁄2 stars "Compelling...deft world-building and sensuous love scenes make
this an enjoyable journey."—Publishers Weekly "The characters are well
developed, the twists and turns of the plot are well crafted...alternately
funny, action packed, and sensual..."—Fresh Fiction
 Unleashed Apr 18 2023 The Golden Compass for the digital age in this
action-packed sequel to Jinxed. When Lacey Chu wakes up in a hospital
room with no memory of how she got there, she knows something went
really wrong. And with her cat baku, Jinx, missing in action and MONCHA,
the company behind the invention of the robot pet, threatening her family,
she isn't sure who to turn to for answers. When Lacey is expelled and her
mom starts acting strangely after the latest update from MONCHA, Lacey
and her friends work together to get to the bottom of it and discover a
sinister plot at the heart of the corporation. Lacey must use all her skills if
she has a chance of stopping MONCHA from carrying out their plans. But
can she take on the biggest tech company in North America armed with
only a level 1 robot beetle and her friends at her side? Praise for Jinxed:
"[A] vividly imagined Toronto-set middle grade series opener intertwines
smartphone technology with the hallmarks of classic science fiction via a
fun, insightful narrative and bright voice...With a sharp eye toward the
rising awareness of device addiction and a keen sense of wonder,



McCulloch's tale is a feast for the imagination that celebrates women in
STEM fields."—Publishers Weekly (STARRED REVIEW) "McCulloch effectively
strikes a balance between worldbuilding and action...A solid series starter
for tinkerers and adventurers alike."—Kirkus Reviews "A little bit Golden
Compass, a little bit Hunger Games, and all adventure!"—New York Times
bestselling author Amie Kaufman
 A Junior Latin Reader Jun 20 2023
 Untouched Apr 30 2024 Beautiful plus-size model Kerry Smithson appears
to have it all, but inside she harbors a crippling secret and avoids all
physical contact--until she encounters gorgeous Dante Coltari, an Amoveo
shifter. Original.
 Tall, Dark, and Vampire Dec 03 2021 She always knew Fate was cruel... The
last person Olivia expected to turn up at her club was her one true love. It
would normally be great to see him, except he's been dead for centuries.
Olivia really thought she had moved on with her immortal life, but as soon
as she sees Doug Paxton, she knows she'd rather die than lose him again.
And that's a real problem... But this is beyond the pale... Doug is a no-
nonsense cop by day, but his nights are tormented by dreams of a
gorgeous redhead who's so much a part of him, she seems to be in his
blood. When he meets Olivia face-to-face, long-buried memories begin to
surface. She might be the answer to his prayers...or she might be the dead
of him. Praise for Untamed: "Humphreys's spectacular talent is on full
display. She writes scenes with such clarity that you will feel as if you
are...witnessing all the action and romance firsthand. This series is getting
better which each book."—RT Book Reviews, 4 ½ stars "The characters are
well-developed, the twist and turns of the plot are well-crafted, and the
situations are alternately funny, action-packed, and sensual."—Fresh
Fiction "An excellent paranormal romance with awesome world building and
strong leads."—The Romance Reviews
 Trust Me, I'm a Vet Aug 30 2021 City vet Maz Harwood has learned the
hard way that love and work don't mix, so when an old friend asks her to
look after her Devonshire practice for six months, Maz decides running
away from London is her only option. She finds country life is trickier than
she feared, with comatose hamsters, bowel-troubled dogs and a stubborn
neighbour who's threatening to sue over an overzealous fur cut! Worse
still, Otter House Veterinary Clinic needs mending as much as her broken
heart. Thank goodness there's an unsuitable distraction, even if he is the
competition's deliciously dashing son...
 Alien Prince Charming Aug 11 2022 "Once upon a time, the Trilyn made
contact with the people of Earth. In return for taking seven fertile females
as brides for their seven princes, they would share their alien technology
and enable Earth to create intergalactic space ships. Prince Gardax, the



eldest of the seven princes has endured years of searching for the human
female who can bear his children. Two years of parties, genetic
compatibility scanners, and failed attempts at finding the one woman who
was meant for him. In despair that he will never find his mate among the
glittering party guests, Prince Gardax begins the search in earnest, and
finds his mate in the most unlikely of places – the palace kitchens. Amy
Allan was just looking for a job, anything to ensure the survival of herself
and her baby sister. Working in the great palace of the eldest Trilyn prince
seemed like a good idea at the time, and the only option available for a war-
refugee with a toddler in tow. But with a backbreaking workload and a
nightmare boss, hoping for something better seems futile. When the
devastatingly handsome alien prince bursts into the kitchens demanding
his mate, Amy’s last shred of hope disappears as her domineering boss,
Darla, steps in to claim the prince for herself. Darla will stop at nothing to
become a princess, even if it means threatening Amy and her sister. Can
Amy defeat her nemesis and win the prince’s heart? Or will she lose
everything she’s fought so hard to keep?"-- Provided by publisher.
 Leave Me Breathless Jul 10 2022 It’s Valentine’s Day, but Macy Rodgers
isn’t feeling the love. Aside from a torrid, one-night fling in a backseat a
few months ago, her love life has been sorely lacking. Fortunately, she has
devious friends who feel like playing Cupid. Wouldn’t they be shocked to
learn that the match they’ve made for her is the same one that steamed up
the back of that ’69 GTO... Seth “Ghost” Warren has just returned to town
after an extended absence. Between his grandmother’s failing health, his
job as a tattoo artist, his band’s gigs, and an ex that won’t leave him alone,
he’s stretched thin. Cautious cowgirl Macy is the last thing he needs
thrown into the mix. She’s all country, he’s all heavy metal—and Macy
knows that if anyone can propel her out of her rut, it’s Seth. But when their
worlds collide, it’s anyone’s guess if they’ll survive with their hearts intact.
Each book in the Ross Siblings series is STANDALONE: * Unleashed * Rock
Me * Breathe Me In * Leave Me Breathless * Light Me Up * Take Me On *
Watch Me Fall * Breathless
 Bharata Natyam Adavus Jan 21 2021 This book, elucidates the basic steps
called Adavus of Bharata Natyam in the traditional Pandanallur style, as
taught by the revered Gurus Sri Meenakshi Sundaram Pillai and Sri
Muthukumara Pillai, to Sri T.K Narayan and Smt. Jayalakshmi Narayan,
parents of the author. It is an honest attempt to explain the various steps
with unerring and accurate execution technique. The book offers a visual
representation of the Adavus with the help of stick diagrams in a
sequential manner so that the beginners and practitioners can understand
the finer points of each movement. The author has developed simple
schematics to show the various moves, such as jump, stretch, turn, hit etc.



The author endeavours to illustrate Adavus in a precise manner in this
book. Classification and categorization of each step is the salient feature of
this work. Gayathri Keshavan makes a humble effort to pass on the
knowledge of this ancient and sacred art to the present and future
generations of Bharata Natyam dancers.
 Undone Mar 30 2024 With her secret race of shapeshifters embroiled in
civil war, all Marianna Coltari wants is to stay far from controversy. Even
so, when her overprotective brother insists on hiring his human friend Pete
as her bodyguard, Marianna is furious.
 Unclaimed Sep 23 2023 Book 5 of The Amoveo Legend Praise for Undone:
"Spellbinding...this fast-paced jam-packed thrill ride will delight
paranormal romance fans."—Publishers Weekly She Works Hard to be
Normal... Tatiana Winters loves the freedom of her life as a veterinarian in
Oregon. It's only reluctantly that she agrees to help cure a mysterious
illness among the horses on a Montana ranch—the ranch of the Amoveo
Prince. Tatiana is no ordinary vet—she's a hybrid from the Timber Wolf
Clan, but she wants nothing to do with the world of the Amoveo shifters.
But There's No Escaping Destiny Dominic Trejada serves as a Guardian, one
of the elite protectors of the Prince's Montana ranch. As a dedicated
Amoveo warrior, he is desperate to find his mate, and time is running out.
He knows Tatiana is the one—but if he can't convince her, he may not be
able to protect her from the evil that's rapidly closing in... The Amoveo
Legend Series: Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book
2, The Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone
(Book 4, The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend)
Undenied (e-Novella) Praise for Undone: "Humphreys's skillful storytelling
is so intriguing, you'll have a hard time putting this book down."—RT Book
Reviews Top Pick of the Month 4 1⁄2 stars "A fast-paced, gripping story that
starts out with a bang and continues straight to the explosive
ending."—Fresh Fiction "Paranormal romance at its best...a unique
viewpoint, an incredibly complex world, and plenty of passion."—Debbie's
Book Bag
 A Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect: Explanatory, Derivative, and Critical
Oct 13 2022
 Brave the Heat Oct 25 2023 Brave the Heat is for you if you like: • A
scorching-hot firefighter struggling with his dark past • A tough-as-nails
heroine determined to protect her family • A small town ready to ignite •
And a second chance at love that may just save them all Jordan McKenna is
back in town, and Fire Chief Gavin McGuire's feelings when he sees her
after all these years are as raw as the day she left. Then he was just a kid
wearing his heart on his sleeve. Now he spends every day trying to atone
for the tragedy he couldn't prevent. Jordan's life has not exactly worked out



the way she expected. A divorced mother of two with a failed acting career,
Jordan's biggest concern about coming back to Old Brookfield was seeing
her first love. But when a series of suspicious fires breaks out, Jordan and
Gavin realize that dealing with the sparks between them may be the least
dangerous of their problems. The McGuire Brothers Series: Brave the Heat
(Book 1) Trouble Walks In (Book 2) Reviewers love Sara Humphreys:
"Sizzling sexual chemistry that is sure to please." -Yankee Romance
Reviewers "Steamy love scenes, intriguing plot...the reader will be
entertained." -Fresh Fiction "Awesome...captivates the reader with action
and romance. -Rom Fan Reviews
 An improved dictionary: English and French, and French and English Mar
06 2022
 The Ends of the World Apr 26 2021 The thrilling conclusion to the romantic
adventure series that TeenVogue.com calls, a "Da Vinci Code-style thriller
for teens." Power balances on a knife's edge. Destiny is uncertain. And love
is the most terrifying thing of all. The Circle of Twelve is not who Avery
though they were. Neither is Avery. Her mother is dead. Betrayal and
attraction and history have tangled the strings that bind her, Jack, and
Stellan. And now, Avery and her friends must put aside their own problems
and focus on putting a stop to the most dangerous conspiracy of all . . .
From London to Russia to Egypt, from the chill of underground crypts to the
flash of paparazzi cameras, Avery West will finally have to confront
whether her fate means salvation--or destruction.
 Unleashed Jun 01 2024 With the race of shapeshifters, who live secretly
among humans, endangered by outside forces, Malcolm searches for a
mate and finds her in Samantha, who doesn't know who she really is.
 Rock Me Jun 28 2021 Candace Andrews has had enough of pleasing others.
In an act of birthday rebellion, she sets out to please herself-by walking
into the tattoo parlor owned by her cousin's ex-boyfriend. All she wants is a
little ink, and Brian's just the guy to give it to her. As soon as she submits
to his masterful hands, though, the forbidden attraction she's always felt
for him resurfaces...and she realizes the devilishly sexy artist could give
her so much more. Sweet, innocent Candace is the last person Brian
expected to see again. She's everything he's not, and her family despises
him. He doesn't need the hassle, but he needs her, and this time no one is
taking her away. Not even those who threaten to make his life a living hell.
Backed into a corner, Candace faces the worst kind of choice. Cave in to
those who think Brian is a living nightmare...or hold her ground and risk it
all for the one man who rocks her world. Each story in the Ross Siblings
Series is standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order. Series
Order:Book #1: UnleashedBook #2: Rock MeBook #2.5: Breathe Me InBook
#3: Leave Me BreathlessBook #3.5: Light Me UpBook #4: Take Me OnBook



#5: Watch Me Fall
 Undenied Feb 02 2022 Enjoy a taste of The Amoveo Legend in Sara
Humphreys' riveting paranormal romance short story expanding on the
world of the Amoveo-beautiful, secretive shapeshifters whose very
existence is threatened by an age-old enemy and warring factions within
the clans. In this free promotional tale, Boris Zankoff is a shapeshifter from
the Tiger Clan who wants no part of the burgeoning civil war among the
Amoveo, But when his human mate lands on his doorstep in desperate need
of his help, apathy is no longer an option.
 Untamed Jan 28 2024 Book 3 in The Amoveo Legend Praise for Unleashed:
"The characters haunted my dreams...I thought about this book
constantly."-Long and Short Reviews An ancient race of shapeshifters has
lived secretly among humans for thousands of years...they are...the
Amoveo HER WORST NIGHTMARE IS COMING TRUE... Layla Nickelsen has
spent years hiding from her Amoveo mate and guarding a devastating
secret. But Layla's worst fear is realized when the man who haunts her
dreams shows up in person ... HE HAS FINALLY FOUND HER... William Fleury
is as stoic as they come, until he finds Layla and his feelings overwhelm
him. She won't let him get close, but then an unknown enemy erupts in
violence and threatens everything Layla holds dear... The Amoveo Legend
Series: Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The
Amoveo Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4,
The Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied (e-
Novella) Praise for the Amoveo Legend series: "I loved the book. I'm looking
forwards to many more in this series."-Night Owl Reviews Reviewer Top
Pick, 5 stars "Fast-paced paranormal romance with fantastic world-
building."-The Book Girl
 Undiscovered Jul 22 2023 "Darkly sensual, rich with emotion, a wild
unsettling ride."—Christine Feehan, New York Times bestselling author He's
the man of her dreams A long time ago, Zander Lorens was cursed to walk
the earth stripped of his Dragon Clan powers. Every night, trapped in a
recurring nightmare, Zander relives his darkest moment. He can hardly
believe it when the dream changes and a beautiful young woman appears.
Zander believes she's the key to ending his torment. Finding her in the real
world is one thing, but how will he convince her of who-and what-she really
is? She's the end to his nightmare Rena McHale uses her unique sensitivity
as a private investigator, touting herself as a "human divining rod" and
finder of the lost. By day she struggles with sensory overload, and by night
her sleep is haunted by a fiery dragon shifter. Nothing in her life makes
sense, until the man from her dreams shows up at her door with a
proposition... "Humphreys' stories get better with each book!" -RT Book
Reviews Top Pick for Unclaimed 41⁄2 Stars "Bewitching, haunting and



deliciously carnal." -Night Owl Reviews, Top Pick for Unclaimed
 Dictionary of Foreign Quotations Jun 08 2022
 Unbound: A Novel in Verse Mar 18 2023 From the award-winning author of
All the Broken Pieces and Serafina's Promise comes a breathtaking new
novel that is her most transcendent and widely accessible work to date.
The day Grace is called from the slave cabins to work in the Big House,
Mama makes her promise to keep her eyes down. Uncle Jim warns her to
keep her thoughts tucked private in her mind or they could bring a whole
lot of trouble and pain. But the more Grace sees of the heartless Master
and hateful Missus, the more a rightiness voice clamors in her head-asking
how come white folks can own other people, sell them on the auction block,
and separate families forever. When that voice escapes without warning, it
sets off a terrible chain of events that prove Uncle Jim's words true.
Suddenly, Grace and her family must flee deep into the woods, where they
brave deadly animals, slave patrollers, and the uncertainty of ever finding
freedom. With candor and compassion, Ann E. Burg sheds light on a
startling chapter of American history--the remarkable story of runaways
who sought sanctuary in the Great Dismal Swamp--and creates a powerful
testament to the right of every human to be free.
 The Good, the Bad, and the Vampire Jan 16 2023 Book 4 of the Dead in the
City series Beloved author Sara Humphreys' acclaimed paranormal romance
series continues with sweltering attraction between two vampires who
have all the time in the world to satisfy their desires... He wants eternity?
Dakota Shelton is a vampire cowboy with a penchant for cinnamon lollipops
and Johnny Cash. Though highly skilled and deadly dangerous to his
enemies, he's still a Texas good ol' boy at heart. And he has that heart set
on wooing Trixie LaRoux-the most badass punk rock chick in town-the old-
fashioned way. Over her undead body... Trixie is tough as nails and sharp
as a silver stake-the last thing she wants is a man to sit on a porch and not
grow old with. So it'll take going to hell and back fighting a new threat to
vampires before she admits Dakota's courtship makes her blood hum.
Turns out chivalry's not dead after all. Dead in the City series: Tall, Dark
and Vampire (Book 1) Vampire Trouble (Book 2) Vampires Never Cry Wolf
(Book 3) The Good, the Bad and the Vampire (Book 4) PRAISE FOR
VAMPIRES NEVER CRY WOLF: "Humphreys has outdone herself with this fun
tale of opposites attracting. The sizzle is so strong that readers will
practically feel the sparks coming off the page. All fans of paranormal
romance need to read this book." -RT Book Reviews, 41⁄2 stars "Ms.
Humphreys's hypnotic writing...ignites the readers' mind, body, and soul."
-Night Owl Reviews "Everything I want in a paranormal romance-full of fun
werewolf and vampire sexiness." -Fresh Fiction
 Until Fountain Bridge Nov 13 2022 From the New York Times bestselling



author of On Dublin Street and Down London Road comes a new novella
about finding love in familiar places… Ellie has been in love with Adam
Sutherland for as long as she can remember. What started as a childhood
crush on her older brother’s best friend soon bloomed into full-blown
infatuation. Unfortunately, it also meant full-blown heartache, as Adam
refused to fall for Braden’s little sister. But it took a crisis to make Adam
realize he’s wasted too much time denying his feelings for her. Unwilling to
waste a second more, he decided to make Ellie his, no matter the
consequences. Now happily settled with the woman he’s pined after for
years, he’s about to find out what their ten year courtship was like for her,
through the journals she kept during their ups and many downs. And
though Adam may have Ellie now, he has no idea how close he came to
losing her… Includes a preview of Down London Road!
 Unleashed Aug 23 2023 Book 1 of The Amoveo Legend What if you
suddenly discovered your own powers were beyond anything you'd ever
imagined... Samantha Logan's childhood home had always been a haven,
but everything changed while she was away. She has a gorgeous new
neighbor, Malcolm, who introduces her to the amazing world of the dream-
walking, shapeshifting Amoveo clans...but what leaves her reeling with
disbelief is when he tells her she's one of them... And shock turns to terror
as Samantha falls prey to the deadly enemy determined to destroy the
Amoveo, and the only chance she has to come into her true powers is to
trust in Malcolm to show her the way... The Amoveo Legend Series:
Unleashed (Book 1, The Amoveo Legend) Untouched (Book 2, The Amoveo
Legend) Untamed (Book 3, The Amoveo Legend) Undone (Book 4, The
Amoveo Legend) Unclaimed (Book 5, The Amoveo Legend) Undenied (e-
Novella) Get swept away into Sara Humphreys's glorious world and
breathtaking love story... "A moving tale that captures both the sweetness
and passion of romance." —Romance Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons "A well-
written, action-packed love story featuring two very strong characters."
—Romance Book Scene, 5 Hearts
 Contributions to Latin Lexicography Jul 30 2021
 Take Me On Oct 01 2021 Gabriella Ross suffered every bride’s worst
nightmare: a no-show groom. Now summer stretches before her with
nowhere to go but home, at least until it’s time to go back to medical
school. Determined to prove she might be down but definitely not out, she
chucks all her old plans in favor of having a good time—starting with giving
herself a pair of wings. Tattooed wings, that is, in the form of a phoenix on
her back. When everyone else at Dermamania chickens out at the prospect
of putting the gorgeous, perfect skin of the boss’s big sister under the
needle, Ian Rhodes finds himself stepping up. Then unexpectedly
connecting with her through tears that have nothing to do with the pain of



getting inked. Attraction flares into one hot night that was supposed to
stay that way—single, and secret. But best laid plans have a way of getting
blown out of the water. Now two perfect strangers must plan for a very
different future...beginning with whether there’s enough common ground
to spend it together. Each book in the Ross Siblings series is STANDALONE:
* Unleashed * Rock Me * Breathe Me In * Leave Me Breathless * Light Me Up
* Take Me On * Watch Me Fall * Breathless
 She Shifters Sep 11 2022 The idea of shapeshifters--beings both human
and animal--ignites our imaginations with visions of primal passions and
insatiable hungers. Most commonly seen as dark, masculine demons,
shapeshifters are in need of a metaphysical overhaul--a new
feminine/Sapphic blending of physical power and inescapable desires.She
Shifters re-envisions common and not-so-common myths and deliver a
fresh perspective from the storytellers. Traditional lycanthropes and feline
familiars appear, was well as more obscure, lesser-known mythologies from
around the world to create inventive tales celebrating feminine power, lust,
and erotic love. Paisley Smith’s "The Night Crow” finds two lovers, divided
by centuries and a terrible sacrifice, reunited in London. In Christine
d’Abo’s, "Scorched Retribution”, a human woman has come home after a
ten year absence, hoping to make amends with the one person whose heart
she'd broken. But the heart of a dragon isn't easily won and the woman
must offer herself up for retribution or risk losing her lover forever.In
Angela Caperton’s "Sweetwater Pass," the eldest daughter in a family of
shape shifters heading to California in the era of the great wagon trains,
meets a Native American "sister" and finds the promise of the West
fulfilled. Delilah Devlin's one-of-a-kind She Shifters unleashes the wild
creature inside us all!
 The poems of Ovid Feb 14 2023
 Taken by a Vampire Jan 04 2022 Joey W. Hill's Vampire Queen novels "keep
the pages turning, your imagination running, and] your dreams carnally
vivid" (Bitten by Books). In her newest installment, a servant sentenced to
death is sent into hiding and finds a passion she never expected in her new
protector... Groomed from birth to be an Inherited Servant and serve only
the most powerful vampire Masters, Alanna never resented her destiny.
Then she did the unthinkable: she betrayed her Master to the Vampire
Council. Now death is her future, but until her Master is captured, she must
be protected. The Vampire Council assigns her to Evan, a vampire whose
wandering lifestyle makes him the perfect guardian... Alanna's training was
for a vampire of power and ambition, not for someone like Evan who lives
in mountainside shacks and caves. Even his servant, Niall, is rough
mannered. But these two men are about to teach Alanna something her
rigorous training never did: how to feel, how to desire...perhaps even how



to love. Then the Council captures her Master, and Alanna has no choice
but to accept her destiny. But Evan and Niall are no strangers to defying
fate--and they will stop at nothing to make Alanna theirs forever...
 Rogue Rider May 27 2021 The prophecies were there but no one listened.
Until now. They are the Lords of Deliverance and they have the power to
ward off Doomsday . . . or let it ride. Jillian Cardiff came to this remote
mountain town to forget the demon attack that almost killed her. Instead,
she rescues - and falls for - a gorgeous stranger who has no memory of
anything other than his name. Handsome, charming and protective, Reseph
seems like the kind of man that Jillian can trust. But with hints of a
troubling history of his own, he's also the kind of man that can be very
dangerous . . . Reseph may not know his background, or why he
mysteriously appeared in Jillian's life, but he knows he wants to stay. Yet
when Jillian's neighbours are killed and demon hunters arrive on the scene,
Reseph fears that he's putting Jillian in danger. And once it's revealed that
Reseph is also Pestilence, the Horseman responsible for ravaging the world
with death and destruction, he and Jillian must face the greatest challenge
of all: can they forget the horrors of a chilling past to save the future they
both desire?
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